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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA kcEU

NUCLFAD OFGilLATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOAPD dV 22 Ag ,.g

':
.

In the' Matter of ) i " ' ''

)
CAROLINA POWFP AND LIGHT COMPANY AND )
NORTH CAPOLINA EASTERN MUNICIPAL ) Docket Nos. 50-400 OL
PCI-|ER AGENCY ) 50-401 OL

I
(Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant, )

Units 1 and 2) )

NRC STAFF RESPONSE IN SilPPORT OF APPLICANTS'
MOTION FOR SUMMAPY DISPOSITION OF CONTENTION EPJ-1

I. IFTPODUCTION

On December 10, 1984, Applicants Carolina Power and Light Company

and North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency filed a motion for

summary disposition of Contention EPJ-1. APPLICANTS' MOTION FOR SUMMAPY

DISPOSITIONOFEPJ-1[hereina#+erApplicants' Motion). This contention

concerns the consideration of severe snow and ice conditions in the

emergency plan. The Staff supports Applicants' Motion on the grounds

that there are no genuine issues of material fact to be heard with

respect to this contention, and Applicants are entitled to a decision in

theirfavorasamatteroflaw.1I

1/- This response was originally due to be filed by January 9, 1985. On
January 7,1985 the Staff and FEMA jointly reouested an extension of-

time until January 16, 1985. The parties had no ob,iection, and the
Board granted the requested extension.
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II. BACKGROUND

Contention EPJ-1 was admitted by the Board as a matter in

controversy in this proceeding during the May 2, 1984 pre-hearing

cerference. Discovery on this contention was conducted by Mr. Eddleman

(see Interrogatories to NRC staff and FEMA idated August 31,1984.3)

FEMA staff response to the Interrogatories was filed on September 28,

1984

This Contention is made up of two parts. The first part of the

contention alleges that:

Insufficient consideration has been given in the off-site
Emergency Plans to the c'#ects of severe snow and ice conditions on
evacuation times and/or capabilities to clear evacuation routes.

The second part of the Contention alleges that:

Section IV.E.8 of the State plan (at 50) is deficient because
the state does not have enough snow plows in this area to
effectively clear the roads of snow or ice in a reasonable amount of
time.

As part of its responsibilities the Staff reviews the evacuation

time estinates for compliance with NRC Regulations and the guidance in

Appendix IV of FUREG-0654/ FEMA-Rep-1, Rev. 1, " Criteria for Preparation

and Evaluation of Padiological Fmeraency Response Plans and Preparedness

in Support of Nuclear Power Plants" [ hereinafter NUREG-0654). The

Staff's conclusions regarding the portion of this Contention relating to

the evacuation time estimates are set forth in the Affidavit of Dr.

Thomas Urbanik, II. " Affidavit of Thomas Urbanik II on EPJ-1"

[ hereinafter Urbanik Affidavit].

As part of its responsibilities FEMA reviews the state and local

emergency plans. Therefore, FEMA has responded to that portion of this

Motion which relates.to the question of whether the available snow
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equipment is adequate to clear roads in the EPZ within a reasonable time.

FEMA's response is supported by the Affidavit of Mr. Thomas Hawkins.

" Affidavit of Themas I. Hawkins In Support of Applicants Motion For

Summary Disposition Of Contention EPJ-1."

TTT. ARGUMENT

A. Standards For Summary Disposition

Summary disposition is appropriate pursuant to the Commission's

regulations if, based on a motion, the attached statements of the parties

in affidavits, and other filings in the proceeding, it is shown that there

,

is no genuine issue of material fact and the moving party is entitled to

.iudgnent as a matter of law. 10 C.F.R. 6 2.749(d). The Commission's rules

governing summary disposition are analogous to Rule 56 of the Federal Rules

of Civil Procedure. Alabama Power Company (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant,

Units 1 and 2), ALAP-187, 7 AEC 210, 217 (1974); Dairyland Power Cooperative

(Lacrosse Boiling Water Reactor), LBP-82-58, 16 NRC 512, 520 (1982). Therefore,

decisions concerning the interpretation of Pule 56 may be used by the Commission's

ad.iudicatory Boards as guidance in applying the provisions of 10 C.F.R. i ?.749.

.I_d .

A hearing on the questions raised by an intervenor is not inevitable.

See Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach Rottom Atomic Power Station, Units 2

and 3), ALAB-654, la NPC 63?, 635 (1981). The purpose of summary disposition -

is to avoid hearings, unnecessary testimony and cross-examination in areas

where there are not material issues to be tried. The Supreme Court has very

clearly ~ stated that there is no right to a trial except so far as there are

issues of fact in dispute to be determined. Ex parte Peterson, 253 U.S. 300,

310 (1920). Under the Federal Rules the motion is designed to pierce the

_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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allegations of fact in the pleadings and to obtain summary relief where facts

set forth in detail in affidavits, depositions, interrogatories, or other

material of evidentiary value show that there are no genuine issues of

material fact to be tried. 6 J. Moore, Moore's Federal Practice 1 56.04f1)

(2d ed. 1976). Mere allegations in the pleadings will not create an issue

as against a motion for summary disposition supported by affidavits.

10 C.F.R. Q 2.749(b); Fed. R. Civ. P. 56(e).

A party seeking summary disposition has the burden of demonstrating

the absence of any genuine issue of material fact. Cleveland Electric

illuminatina Co. et al. (Perry Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2),

ALAB 443, 6 NRC 741, 753 (1977). In determining whether a motion for

summary disposition should be granted, the record must be viewed in the

light most favorable to the opponent of such a motion. Poller v. Columbia

Broadcasting System, Inc., 368 U.S. 464, 473 (196?); Dairyland Power Cooper-

ative (Lacrosse Boiling Water Reactor), LBP-82-58,16 NRC 517, 519 (1982).

To draw on federal practice, the Supreme Court has pointed out that

Rule 56 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure does not permit plaintiffs

to get to a trial on the basis of the allegations in the complaints coupled

with the hope that something can be developed at trial in the way of evidence
I

to support the allegations. First National Bank of Arizona v. Cities Service

Co., 391, U.S. 253, 289-90 (1968), rehearing den., 393 U.S. 901 (1968).

Similarly, a plaintiff may not defeat a motion for summary .fudgment on the

hope that on cross-examination the defendants will contradict their respective

affidavits. To permit trial on such a basis would nullify the purpose of

Rule 56 which permits the elimination of unnecessary and costly litigation

!

i

_
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where no genuine issues of material fact exist. See Orvis v. Brickman, 95

F. Supp 605, 607 (1951), aff'd 196 F.2d 762 (D.C. Cir.195?), cited with

approval in Gulf States litilities Co. (River Bend Station, Units 1 and 2),

1 NRC 246, 748 (1975).

To defeat summary disposition an opposing party must present

material ar.d substantial facts to show that an issue exists. Conclusions

alone will not suffice. River Bend, LBP-75-10, supra at 248; Perry,

ALAB-443, supra at 754

The federal courts have clearly held that a party opposing a motion

for summary judgment h not entitled to hold back evidence, if any, until

the time of trial. Lipschutz v. Gorcon Jewelry Corp., 367 F. Supp. 1086,

1095 (SD Texas 1973); the oppenent must come forth, with evidentiary facts

to shown that there is an outstanding unresolved material issue to be

tried. Stansifer v. Chrysler Motors Corp., 487 F.2d 59, 63 (9th Cir.

1973), and Franks v. Thompsor., 54 FRD 142,145 (M.D. Alabama 1973).

Summary disposition cannot be defeated by the possibility that

Mr. Eddicnian might think of something new to say at hearing, O'Brien v.

Mcdonald's Corp., 48 FRD 370, 374 (N.D. Ill. 1979); nor can the

Applicants' motion be defeated on the hope that Mr. Eddleman could

possibly uncover something at hearing. Hurley v. Northwest Publications,

Inc., 273 F. Supp. 967, 974 (Minn. 1967). Now, in opposition to the

Applicants' motion, is the time for Mr. Eddleman to come forth with

material of evidentiary value to contravene the Applicants' and Staff's

affidavits and to show the existence of a material fact to be resolved

P at an evidentiary bearing.

.

h.
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The Commission's regulations permit responses both in support of and

in opposition to motions for summary disposition. 10 C.F.R. ! 2.749(a).'

Such responses may be filed with or without supporting affidavits. I d_.

Powever, if the motion is properly supported, the opponent of such a

notion may not rest simply on allegations or denials of the contents of

the motion. Virginia Electric and Power Co. (North Anna Nuclear Power

Station, Units 1 and 2), ALAB-584, 11 NRC 451, 453 (1980). In addition,

any facts not controverted oy the opponent of a motion are deemed to be

admitted. 10 C.F.R. Q 2.749(b). The Appeal Board noted recently that a

hearing on each issue raised "is not inevitable," but " wholly depends

upon the ability of the intervenors to demonstrate the existence of a

genuine issue of materici fact . Philadelphia Electric Co. (Peach"
...

Botter Atomic Power Station, Units 2 and 3), supra 632, 635 which is in

accord with Budget Dress Corp. v. Joint Board (SD NY 1961)198 FSupp A,

aff'd (CA2d, 1962) 299 F2d 936, cert den (1962) 371 US 815.

Both the Appeal Board and the Commission have encouraged the use of

the Commis-ion's summary disposition procedure. Statement of Policy on

Conduct of Licensing Proceedings, CLI-81-8,13 NRC 452, 457 (1981). See,

Northern States Power Co. (Prairie Isisnd Nuclear Generating Plant, Units

1 and 2), CLI-73-12, 6 AEC 241 (1973), aff'd sub nom BPI v. Atomic Energy

Commission, 502 F.2d 424 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Houston Lighting and Power Co.

(Allens Creek Nuclear Generating Station, Unit 1), ALAB-590, 11 NRC 542,

550-51 (1980); Mississippi Power & Light Co. (Grand Gult Nuclear Station,

Units 1 and 2), ALAB-130, 6 AEC 423, 424-25 (19731; Duquesne Light Co.

(Beaver Valley Power Station, linit 1), ALAB-109,_6 AEC 243, 245 (1973).

The Commission has stated the+:

. - . - -. - - - ..
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. . . Boards should encourage the parties to invoke the"

summary disposition procedures on the issues of material
fact so that evidentiary hearing time is not
unnecessarily devoted to such issues."

CLI-81-8, supra, 13 NRC 452, 457. The Commission's summary disposition

procedures " provide . . . an efficacious means of avoiding unnecessary
'

and possibly time-consuming hearings on demonstrably insubstantial

issues." Allens Creek, supra, 11 NP.C at 550. Applicants have met these

standards with regard to their motion for summary disposition concerning

EPJ Contention 1.

B. There is No Genuine Issue of Material Fact To be Heard with
Respect to Contention EPJ-1

NUREG-Of54/ FEMA-REP-1, Fev. 1, November 1980, " Criteria for

Freparation and Evaluation of Radiological Emergency Response Plans and

Preparedness in Support of Nuclear Power Plants" is to be used pursuant

to 44 C.F.R. 5 350(a) "in re' viewing, evaluating and approving State and

local radiological emergency plans and preparedness." NUREG-0654

provides the specific criteria relating to the emergency planning

standards of 10 C.F.R. 6 50.47(b), and to the provisions of Appendix E

to 10 C.F.R. part 50.

10 C.F.R. 550.47(b)(10) provides in pertinent part:

.A ionge of protective actions have been developed for the plume
exposure pathway EPZ for emergency workers and the public.
Guidelines for the choice of protective actions during an
emergency, consistent with Federal guidance, are developed and in
place...." (See also 44 CFR 6 350.5(a)(10).

Section IV E.2(b) (at page'45) of the North Carol.ina Emergency

Response Plan In Support of tha Shearon Harris Nuclear Power Plant

provides a range of protective action options including evacuation of

"all or segments of the population".

. _. . . _ _ _ , _ _ __ _ _,._ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . _ ,
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Evaluation Criterion 8 of Section 11 J of NUREG-0654 provides:

Each licensee's plan shall contain time estimates for evacuation
within the plume exposure EPZ. These shall be in accordance with
Appendix 4.

Evaluation Criterion 10 of Section II J of NUREG-0654 states:

The organization's plans to implement protective measures for the
plume exposure pathway shall include:

k. Identification of and means for dealing with potential
impediments (e.g. seasonal impassability of roads) to use of
evacuation routes, and contingency measures;

1 Time estinates for evacuation of various sectors and distances
based on a dynamic analysis (time-policy study under various
conditions) for the plure exposure pathway emergency planning zone
(see Appendix 4);

Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654 is a guide for evacuation time assessment

studies. Section IV of Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654 provides that two

conditions--normal and adverse--are considered in the evacuation time

analysis. Section IV A of Appendix 4 states in pertinent part:

Adverse conditions would depend on the characteristics of a
specific site and could include flooding, snow, ice, fog, or rain.
The adverse weather frequency used in this analysis shall be
identified anc' shall be severe enough to define the sensitivity of
the analysis to the selected events. (emphasisadded).

Although "more than one adverse condition may need to be considered",

MVPEG-0654 does not mandate consideration of additional adverse weather

conditions.

Applicarts argue that the State of North Carolina possesses

adequate resources to clear roads in the EPZ of snow and ice within a

reasonable time. The Staff and FEMA agree. The North Carolina

Emergency Response Plan tasks the State Department of Transportation and

Municipal Public Works Departments with the responsibility of clearingt

evacuation routes in the event of snow or ice conditions, (Section IV.E.5

at page 48). The affidavit of M.C. Adams, Manager Maintenance and

!

- ~ - . . .-. .
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Equipment Branch, Division of Highways, North Carolina Department of

Transportation, on EPJ-1 reiterates that the instances of adverse

weather within the EPZ " requiring snow or ice removal are relatively

rare"; however, the snowfall in the area, when it occurs, meets the

Intervenors' definition of " severe snow and ice conditions". Adams

Affidavit at 2.

Pr. Adams further states that the North Carolina Department of

Transportation has assigned FP oieces of snow plow equipment to perform

snow removal solely within the 10 mile EPZ and on primary evacuation

routes outside the EPZ should an accident occur at Shearon Harris during

a snowfall. "The entire EPZ and the primary evacuation routes outside

the EPZ have been designated as a priority area for snow removal." Id

at 4.

The Department of Transportation has on hand 110 pieces of snow

remeval equipment in the four counties that make up t e FPZ. Id. at 3.

Within the four counties, the Department of Transportation has 217 snow

remeval personnel. Id. at d. Mr. Adams further states that within a

maximum of four hours (for up to 6 inches of snow) the roadway system of

the entire EPZ and ma,ior routes leading from the zone will have been

cleared. Jd.at5.
Consideration is given in the North Carolina Emergency Response

Plan to cleering snow and ice from the evacuation routes (Section IV E.5

at page 48) though a snow or ice storm was not selected as the adverse

weather condition for the evacuation study. The affidevit of M.C. Adams

of the North Carolina Department of Transportation established that the

State of North Carolina has adequate manpower and equipment in the area

. . - - . - --
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surrounding Shearon H'arris to effectively clear the roads of snow and

ice in a reasonable amount of time. Mr. Adams further indicates that

the equipment and manpower dedicated to the area surrounding the Shearon

Harris Nuclear Power Plant may be augmented should the need arise.

Adams Affidavit at 5.

In their Motion Applicants also argue that they have considered snow

and ice in developing the adverse weather scenario in the evacuation time

estimates. Applicants' Motion at 6; Affidavit of Robert D. Klimm on

EFJ-1 at 14 [ hereinafter Klimm Affidavit). This decision involved,

Applicant CP&L, their consultant, and state and local officials. Id.

The Staff agrees that Applicants have given sufficient consideration

to adverse weather conditions in the evacuation time estimates. Dr.

Thomas Urbanik conducted a review of Applicants' evacuation time estimate

study to determine its consistency with the guidance set forth in Appendix 4

of NUREG-0654. In his review Dr. Urbanik considered, among other things,

the study's consideration of a range of evacuation scenarios generally

representative o' normal through adverse evacuation conditions. Urbanik

Affidevit at f3.

It is the intent of Appendix 4 of NUREG-0654 to insure that account

.is taken of the effects of advarse weather on evacuation time estimates.

Adverse weather conditions include conditions under which roadways have

reduced speed and capacities, but still remain passable. Urbanik

Affidavit at 14. The intent of Appendix 4 is also to insure that the

adverse weather scenario considered is appropriate for local conditions,

and that the appropriate weather conditions for the area's peak

population are considered. Ijf.
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For Shearon Farris the peak population occurs in the Fall. Therefore,

the appropriate adverse weather condition for the area is rain. Urbanik

Affidavit at 94 The winter evacuation time estimate associated with

snow which would cause the roadway speed and capacities to be reduced,

but which would allow the roads to remain passable, would be shorter. This

situation reflects the lower population during that period. Urbanik

Affidavit at '4. The adverse conditions associated with snow, for purposes

of Appendix 4 to NUREG-0654, are those characterized by slick but passable

roads. Id. The reduction in roadway capacity associated with such

conditions would be comparable to adverse conditions such as rain. M.

Evacuation tinie estimate studies which tynsider a range of

evacuation scenarios including normal and adverse weather provide

decision-makers with the data necessary to assess the impact on

evacuation of conditions different from the base conditions discussed in

the time estimates. Urbanik Affidavit at 15. Decision-makers will be

able to assess.the sensitivity of the roadway network. M. Applicants

- have pointed out that local officials know how long it will take them to

clear the roads of snow up to six inches. Applicants' Motion at 10.

Therefore, the decision-maker would add this time to the time estimate in

the study to the extent that such a condition was not included in the

estimate. See, Urbanik Affidavit at 15. This additional time would be

taken into account in deciding upon the appropriate protective action.

Based en his review of the Applicants' evacuation time study, it is Dr.

Urbanik's opinion that the study provides an adequate data base upon

which to make a decision as to the feasibility of evacuation under a

multitude of scenarios not explicitly addressed in the study. For the

. __ _ _ __ _ _ . _
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reasons set forth above, the Staff concludes that there is no genuine

issue of material fact to be litigated with respect to the adecuacy of

Applicants' consideration of severe snow and ice in their evacuation time

estimates.

IV. CONCLUSION

The NRC Staff and FEMA agree with the arguments made in the Applicants'

Motion that sufficient consideration was given in the off-site Emergency

Plans to tFe effects of severe snow and ice conditions and the capability to

clear evacuation routes. The state has demonstrated an adequate capability

to clear the reads of snow or ice in a reasonable amount of time. There is

no regulatory requirement to select a particular adverse weather condition

.for inclusion in the evacuation time estimates. Therefore, there are no

geruine issues of material fact remaining with regard to this contention,

and Applicants are entitled to Summary Disposition as a matter of law.

Pespectfully submitted,

bdbb \-

Janice E. Moore
Counsel for NRC Staff

VA 6% C D
Steven M. Rochlis
Regional Counsel, FEMA

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland
this |(o th day of January, 1985
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